
BRAND LOYALTY QUESTIONNAIRES

Brand loyalty is when your customers have the opportunity and good reason to Read on for sample brand loyalty survey
questions and examples, or get.

You can add questions like: --Would you recommend us to your dear ones? Finding out how loyal customers
feel toward your brand is important, but digging deeper for insights on what specifically contributes to that
loyalty is important too. Make sure there is complete buy in on the program from the CEO down to the
front-level staff. You can use the following questions: --How positive do you feel when you think of our
brand? How likely would it be for you to switch brands if an alternative brand was sold in a more convenient
location? Female Address: Phone Number: Email id: 2. However, if that same person considers the price tag
to be a bit too steep, the perceived value might be low for her or him specifically. How likely would it be for
you to switch brands if an alternative brand was cheaper? Perceived value can be measured with questions
like: â€” How likely are you to switch to another brand if this alternative was cheaper? Measure Goodwill
People are attracted to particular brands, their esteem for your brand is not the same as awareness of your
brand. Brand esteem is about the favorable sentiment toward a brand. Delay till the services is available at
your nearest branch till next time  Dissatisfied c. The number one trait of a good program is simplicity.
Understand what your brand does and who your guests are and then think about the program that what will
best engage and compel your guests to participate and come back in. Very Dissatisfied b. You can add
multiple choice questions here. Get to this info with questions such as: How well do you trust our brand? More
than 3 years 3. And when consumers choose your brand based on how accessible you areâ€”or how low your
price isâ€”your brand has become a commodity. Measure Brand Value Close to the perceived quality is the
value of your brand. Rate the following customer values according to your experience with SBI. You want to
understand what is inspiring that commitment on their part.


